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Last week we collected some of the best looking goodies on the market for living and
dinning rooms; now irs the turn of the boudoir and bathroom.

  

  

String us along ... Add a gentle ambience and a hint of romance with these beautifully delicate
and decorative ‘blossom’ lights. Drape over your bed, pin up a wall or twine around your curtain
rail for a feminine, soft glow. Plum Blossom Lights | AED49. The One, Abu Dhabi Mall (02 644
8100) and Khalidya (02 681 6500)
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Bath time bling
Who says you can’t glam up your bathroom? Bring the beach to your bath with this overtly bling
and fun seashell ornament. Prop it along the bath side or store it next to your sink with your
soap and you’ll never be far from the coast. 
Conch Round Copper Shell | AED129. 2XL, Abu Dhabi Mall (02 644 4089)8100) and Khalidya
(02 681 6500)
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Neatly does itTidy away weekly washing and odds and ends in these neat and neutral baskets. Keepnecessities simple and add a splash of colour with soft towels to keep guests impressed andfamily members happy. Wash basket | AED449, waste basket | AED129, Esprit Hand towels (magenta and ocean blue)| AED79 each, Esprit black face cloth | AED29. Dwell, Marina Mall (02 681 7751)                 

Discreetly decorativeIt may be a little pricey, but this ornate wooden screen is ideal for making a feature of any roomand we’ve fallen in love with its beautiful carved detailing. Add some privacy to your bedroomand reap the compliments from admirers. Blossom Floor Screen | AED3,695. The One, Abu Dhabi Mall (02 644 8100) and Khalidya (02681 6500)                  
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Suds up! This neutral set is perfect for injecting a little style into the simplest of bathrooms. With a hint ofParisian chic, this set won’t look out of place in a bachelors pad or family bathroom. Soap dish AED25, soap dispenser AED30, toothbrush holder | AED25. The Pier Import, MarinaMall, (02 681 8717)          [Originally published in Abu Dhabi Week vol 2 issue 16]  
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